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Reactions to import policy vary
by Benjamin Marrison
news editor

Local reactions to President Reagan's decision not to renew an import
restriction with Japan varied from
disappointment to excitement.
AT Smith considers himself in the
"disappointed" category. Smith,
owner of Al Smith Chrysler-PlymouthDodge Inc., 921 N. Main St., said although it is a little early to call, "we
(his mother companies) are in favor of
the restraints."
"I don't know how they can keep
pulling jobs out of the U.S. and hope to
keep the economy at a decent level,"
Smith said. "Our balance of trade is
way off and our concern should be
there."

Tsuneo Akaha, a professor of political science and Japan native, said the
United States' current trade deficit
with Japan is about $35 billion. "(And)
the lifting of the (quota) restriction will
widen the trade gap," Akaha said.
Smith said, "You have to patronize
the guy paying the bills (in this country). They (Japanese) say they won't
flood the market, but I doubt it. I'm
sure it's going to happen because
they're foolish if they dorft - if they're
any kind of businessmen."
JACK CURIE, business manager for
Dishop Ford-Datsun, 18039 State Route
25, said this is the best thing that could
have happened for his company's business and everyone else's also.

"This (the removal of the import
restriction) is going to help everybody's business. Curie said. "It will
put competition back into the marketplace and that will bring prices down."
Dishop Ford-Datsun - which claims
to be the only company in the area to
have a split line of automobiles - has
noticed a sales decline in cars which
have a sticker price of about $5,000
because "there aren't any coming in,"
Curie said.
"If you were Toyota or Datsun or
Nissan and you were only allowed to
export a certain number of cars, you'd
export the most expensive ones so you
could turn the largest profit," Curie
said. When this happens, the American
automobile manufacturers raise their
prices because they do not have to

compete with the lowest prices possible.
"This will make the prices of American cars decrease in order for them to
compete," Curie said.
Professor Akaha agrees. "The price
of automobiles will be greatly reduced
because of the increase in competition."
CARL HEFFERNAN, of Bowling
Green Lincoln-Mercury is of the same
opinion.
Heffeman, manager of the dealership at 1079 N. Main St., said as time
progresses, "they (Japan) will increase their supply to the American
market and force a decrease in domestic automobiles."
The domestic automobile manufacturers must "figure out a way to pro-

duce cheaper cars in this country or the
majority of the cars sold here will be
from off-shore production," Heffeman
said.
As an example of the increase in
imported automobiles, Heffeman cited
the situation in 1979.

"If you went into a time-freeze six
years ago, and woke up suddenly in
1985, you would be more than surprised
at what's being offered. In 1979 - hardly
any imports. Today, well, all manufacturers are in a type of marriage with
the foreign auto industry," Heffeman
said.
Akaha said the economy may suffer
because of the unemployment, and if
Eople are not working, they will not
ve the money to buy cars.

In ter-University
bill introduced
by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

University President Paul
Olscamp and his executive assistant Phillip Mason are one
step closer to accomplishing one
of their three goals in Columbus.
Last week, Housebill 309,
which allows the administration
at state universities to effect pay
raises for its classified personnel, was introduced into the
House of Representatives by
Rep. Bob Brown, R-Perrysburg,
and Rep. Cliff Skeen, D-Akron.
Classified employees are
those employees at the University who are not under contract,
such as secretaries, maintenance crews and cafeteria
cooks. Presently, classified employees can only receive pay
raises through action by the
state legislature or by collective
said the bill is important because it allows the administration to pass along pay
raises to classified personnel
without needing state legislative
action or dealing with a third
party in collective bargaining.
"The administrative staff and
the faculty have the option of
bargaining collectively (for pay
raises) or the administration
can simply effect raises outside
of collective bargaining." Mason said.
"WHY SHOULDN'T classified
emplovees be the same way? If
this bill passes, the administration can pass on reasonable
wage increases to classified employees just as it does to the
administrative staff and the faculty."
Mason said the writing of the
bill was done by the Inter-University Council. The council is
composed of state university
presidents in Ohio. Olscamp is

president of the council.
"President Olscamp submitted verbage to representatives Brown and Skeen as
president of the University and
as president of the Inter-University Council," Mason said. "This
is just the beginning of getting it
approved. We need favorable
action in the House and then in
the Senate."
Mason said he expects action
on the bill before June.
Brown said he was contacted
by the University and several
other state universities concerning sponsorship of the bill. He
said he would have supported
the bill even if the University
was not in his district because of
its importance.
BROWN SAID getting together with Skeen to sponsor the
bill should give it bi-partisan
support in the House and the
Senate.
"Cliff and I agreed this was
the best course of action,"
Brown said. "The Democrats
have more weight in the House
and the Republicans have it in
the Senate.*
Brown predicted the bill will
pass because of its importance
to many state universities.
Betty First, member of the
Classified Staff Advisory Council at the University, said the
classified employees at the University are in favor of the bill.
"The classified employees I
talked to think they should have
a pay raise, and feel it would
come more readily if the University had a say," First said. "If
the University has the money,
and we have the right (to a
raise), we should not have to
wait for a pay raise."
First said attempts at collective bargaining were made in
the past, but failed.

Farmers aided

Bill passed
COLUMBUS (AP) - An emergency bill to help some Ohio
farmers get loans for spring
planting sailed through the Ohio
House 95-1 yesterday, although
some lawmakers cautioned the
measure would benefit only a
few.
Rep. Ross Boggs Jr., D-Andover, the chief sponsor, said
the measure represents an effort by the Legislature and the
administration of Gov. Richard
Celeste to take steps necessary
to help farmers facing critical
money problems.
Under the proposal, the state
would make $100 million available to local banks, which in
turn would offer low-interest
loans to so-called family farmers - those with fewer than 10
8ut loan applicants still would
have to establish their own
credit, and Boggs conceded that
many Ohio farmers in dire financial straits would be unable
to do so.
He said as many as 4,000 to
5,000 of the state's estimated
90.000 farmers should be able to
qualify for loans of up to a maximum of $50,000 in time for the
planting season, which gets under way in about six weeks.
Rep. Ronald Amstutz, RWooster, cast the only vote
against the bill, saying it accomplishes little while raising false

hopes for farmers already in
debt and on the verge of bankruptcy. "It's more window
dressing than real help," he
said.
REP. LARRY MANAHAN, RDefiance, said he was in basic
agreement with Amstutz but
voted for the bill because it can
help at least some farmers who
will borrow anyway to save
money on the interest they must
_ T bill provides that the
state s $100 million be used to
purchase certificates of deposit
and that part of the interest on
the certificates be used to subsidize farm loans 2 or 3 percentage points below regular market
rates.
On a $50,000 loan, "a farmer
would save about $1,500 in interest, which is good. But we didn't
do anything fantastic here today," Manahan said.
The bill provides that the loan
program be tied to State Treasurer Mary Ellen Withrow's socalled linked deposits program,
in which the state uses idle funds
.to subsidize loans for businesses
that create Jobs.
Rep. Michael Fox, R-Hamilton, sought in an unsuccessful
amendment to tap $500 million
more from the Workers Compensation Trust Fund to increase the size of the farm
package to $800 million.

Photo/Vlnce Walter

Asian lesson

Yukita Myata, a student at Findlay College, gave the second graders at Conneaut Elementary School. Bowling Green, a
presentation on Japanese culture. Myata appeared in Kip Hollsteln's second grade class. Hollstein is a student teacher from
BGSCI and asked Myata, who came wearing national costume, to help him teach the class about the foreign culture.

Government approval given
to antibody test kit for AIDS
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

The U.S. Government has recently approved a test kit designed to test for an antibody in
blood which is known to cause
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS).
The test will screen blood
samples for the antibody HTVLIII which is implicated with the
virus causing AIDS, according
to Peter Lau, director of the Red
Cross Blood Services of Northwest Ohio.
"Although this test will be
used in blood banks, such as the
Red Cross, to screen out bad
blood, it must be stressed that
this is not a test for AIDS," Lau
said. The test will not be used to
determine whether a person has
AIDS, but just to determine
whether samples from blood donors contain the antibody.

AIDS is a viral infection which
can destroy a person's immune
system. "A person having AIDS
will be susceptible to viruses
which a normal person will not
be bothered by," Lau said.
Four groups are considered as
having a high-risk of contracting
AIDS. These groups include
male homosexuals, drug users,
hemophiliacs and Haitians. But
AIDS has also been found to be
spread through blood transfusions.
THERE HAS been concern
about receiving blood transfusions because of the AIDS
threat, Lau said. For this reason
the test was developed and will
soon be used in blood centers
throughout the country.
"We should receive the test
sometime next week. After we
have standardized it, we will
screen all of our blood samples

with it," Lau said. "Any blood
which is found to have the
HTVL-rn antibody in it will not
be used for transfusions."
However, it is rare that AIDS
is transmitted through transfusions; it is usually spread
through contact, he said.
"To date, only 113 of all reported cases of AIDS have been
traced to blood transfusions," he
said. "Only one percent of people who come down with AIDS
who are not in the high-risk
groups have a history of blood
transfusions."
"But in the last few years,
AIDS has received so much attention that there has been a
public outcry to control the disease," Lau said. "This test
should ease the worry about
blood transfusions."
Lau stressed that this test

should not be used by people to
find out if they have AIDS. "The
test doesn't tell whether you
have AIDS or not, it merely
shows whether you have been
exposed to the virus," Lau said.
"Except for those in the highrisk groups, a positive reaction
to this test probably would not
indicate the presence of AIDS."
ALTHOUGH THE Red Cross
of Northwest Ohio will begin
screening blood donations in the
near future, Lau said that there
have been no AIDS cases related
to transfusions in this area.
"This will help more psychologically than practically, because
there is a very low incidence in
this area," he said. "But it will
screen out blood from people
who have been exposed to the
virus, and make people feel
more comfortable about receiving blood transfusions."

USG votes to support photo ID's
by Nancy Bostwick
staff reporter

USG members voted in favor
supporting the issue of photo
identification cards for University students at last night's
meeting of the USG general assembly.
"A vote by USG should give us
a clear indication of what the
students want, if the senators
are doing their jobs," Bob Wade,
Undergraduate Student Government president said.
The approval of USG may lead
to the decision, by the Board of
Trustees, that University students will have photo ID's next
year according to Matthew
Shull, USG student welfare coordinator.
The cost of photo ID's will be
$1 to $2 per student, Shull said.
USG had previously surveyed
students regarding the issue of

photo ID's, but the results of this
survey were not a consideration
in the vote by the general asssembly because members of
USG agreed that the students
they represent are in favor of
photo ID's, Wade said.
Of approximatley 2,000 students surveyed 82 surveys were
returned, with 75 students for
photo ID's (91 percent) and 7
against (9 precent), Shull said.
"What we're looking for is
numbers; right now, were not
looking for a return ratio," he
said.
Wade said, the surveys were
distributed to give members of
USG an idea of student opinion
regarding the issue and to give
USG backing when they made a
proposal to the Board of Trustees.
"If they are not clear if the
students want photo ID's and
they (the Board of Trustees)

would vote it down, we would go
back and get a clear indication
of what the students want," he
said, adding that a second survey would be issued if necessary.
Shull said that a report will be
prepared including the results of
the survey and resolution stating that USG members support
the issue of photo ID's, he said.
The report will be presented to
the Board of Trustees following
Sring Break. Shull said.
Shull said that members of
University administration and
the library staff support the
issue of photo ID's.
"The administration wants to
go with this now," he said.
According to Phil Mason, executive assistant to the president, the administrative council
has approved the philosophy of
the photo ID as long as it doesn't

include a second photo file.
The administration would support the proposal if it was to be
submitted to the trustees, he
said.
Mason said he informed Shull
that if USG provided a proposal
and information from University students that stated students approve of an increase in
general fees to pay for the ID's a
proposal could then be presented to the Board of Trustees,
he said.
Some indication of support
from GSS is also needed, he
said.
"I haven't heard any Indication from GSS that they would
support it," Mason said.
The details of the project have
not been determined but photo
ID's are a possibility for next
fall, he said.
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No to USG lobbying
Undergraduate Student Government and its
president, Bob Wade, are dissatisfied with
some of the restrictions put on USG by the Advisory
Committee for General Fee Allocations (ACGFA).
One such restriction forbids USG from lobbying
at the state and national level - and USG can just
remain dissatisfied with that restriction.
First of all, USG is a state organization and as
such cannot use its funds to lobby against other
state agencies (such as the Legislature) by Ohio
law.
But there are moral questions here, too.
USG's funds are channeled through ACGFA from
student fees. By hiring lobbyists, USG would be
using student money to argue for political issues at
the state and national level.
So what's the consensus at the University over
any political issue?
There are both liberals and conservatives here,
and one only has to read the News to discover that
even in student issues - such as student loan cuts there is considerable disagreement.
We don't understand how USG could justify
spending student money for causes on which constituents disagree vehemently.
Wade has said USG would first determine
whether or not students want USG to lobby for
student concerns by having USG senators talk to
students in their districts.
However, that might be a select group of constituents - and no matter how many people were
interviewed, there would still be disagreements
over politics.
Wade has also brought up the possibility of a
private donation fund for this purpose, unrestricted
by state regulations - but why funnel such funds
through USG, if the students can't agree?
To USG's desire to lobby, we vote an adamant
"NO." Besides, it's against the law.

Notes from the doctor

Night guard musings
by Doc Doherty
A prescription from the doctor
(after a one-week hiatus)...
One of the most surprising
sources for humorous information on campus is that mysterious book called The Night
Guard Los. Those courageous
people we know as night guards
fit up from midnight until 6 a.m.
to protect their respective
dorms from raping, pillaging
and extremely nosey humor columnists; largely, however, they
have nothing better to do than sit
and philosophize about life, the
universe and everything (more
on that later).
Last semester, my friend the
arguably extra-terrestrial night
guard, was confronted with a
small electrical fire. After effectively dealing with it, he philosophized about bis experience in
the following manner:
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO
WHEN YOU SMELL SMOKE?
. Don't panic! (There will be
plenty of time for that later.) It
also helps to tell as many people
as possible about the problem,
since mass panic is always more
fun than panicking alone.
• Try to think of as many
excuses as you can for why YOU
shouldn't be the one to pull the
fire alarm.
• If you actually do locate a
fire (now you can panic!), throw
some gasoline on It Just to make
sure. There's no need to make a
fuss if it's not definitely a fire.
Besides, your friends will visit
you at the burn clinic.
• Ignore all "In case of fire,
don't use elevator" signs. These
signs are stupid; everyone
knows you can't put out a fire
with an elevator.
. If all else fails, die.
Moving on, this week's prizewinning door sign comes to us
fromflie Psychology Department:
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•"Republican boys date Democratic girls. They plan to
marry Republican girls, but feel
they're entitled to a little fun
first."
Before I sign off, I must acknowledge that your friendly
neighborhood doctor has come
very close to getting his face in
some serious trouble recently.
In my last column, I inadvertently neglected to credit the
line "There is an art, or rather a
knack to flying. The knack lies
in being able to throw oneself at
the ground and miss" to its
proper source, "Life, The Universe and Everything," by
Douglas Adams. (Incidentally,
I'd like to thank all my
"friends" who assured me that a
group of Secret Service men
slightly larger than the Falcon
football offensive line would
burst into my room at 4 a.m.
some morning, tie me down and
brand a scarlet letter "P," for
plagiarism, on my chest. You
were all a great comfort)
Also, I'd like to acknowledge
the fan mall I received in last
week's BG News. On Tuesday.
"Phil" was upset that I spent
some column space insulting
Toledo. Well, Phil, we went to
high school together up at Toledo St. John's, so you should
know my roommate is from
Toledo: I feel a sort of obligation
to insult it. Then, on Thursday,
"Jennifer" was upset that I
didn't credit Peter Pan's contribution to the art/knack of flying.
I truly apologize for the omission; you see, I use Jif (though
my roomie argues that this
makes me a choosy mother).
On that note, let me wish all of
you a wonderful spring break,
and remember, when you're
working toward the solution of a
problem, it always helps if you
know the answer.
Mike "Doc" Doherty is a
freshman from Bowling Green
who really has no idea what he'd
like to major In.
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Gerry:
The chant dying as Ferraro sells out to ads
by Bill Maiden
There's good news and bad
news for the Ferraro-Zaccaro
family of Queens, New York.
The bad news is that John Zaccaro, whose imaginative business practices became
something of a cause celebre
during the recent presidential
election campaign, has been
found guilty of real-estate fraud.
The good news is that the quality
of mercy is not strained in the
courtrooms of New York, and
Zaccaro was sentenced to a
mere ISO hours of "community
service." While he sweats out
his debt to society, his wife, Ms.
Geraldine Ferraro, has hit upon
a novel way of bringing home
the bacon: she will appear, for a
paltry half-million dollars, in a
television commercial for Diet
Pepsi. Walter Mondale has been
unavailable for comment, but
rumor has it that Michael Jackson and Cheryl Tiegs are worried sick.
During the campaign. Mrs.
George Bush was roundly criticized for intimating that Ma.
Ferraro was, to put it politely, a
canine of the female gender.
That may or may not have been
true, but Gerry is certainly
proving herself to be something

of a publicity hound. She is rapidly becoming the Bob Hope of
American politics, willing (nay,
eager) to put in an appearance
wherever a camera or a microphone is available. She was even
seen on MTV a few weeks back,
along with such luminaries of
statecraft as Mr. T and Dee
Snyder, plugging (so help me) a
professional wrestling match.
A few years ago, when Richard Nixon was promoting his
memoirs and chatting with David Frost, the liberal tom-toms
were heard throughout the land,
day and night, beating out their
message of Tricky Dick's incomparable greed. Unless my
memory fails me, however,
even Nixon never sank to the
level of puffing a wrestling
match.
Ms. Ferraro's fans, who would
probably spring to her defense
even if she were caught robbing
a liquor store, will point out that
her latest antics are not without
precedent. Ronald Reagan, after all did spend the better part
of a decade hawking the products of General Electric, and the
late William Miller, Barry Goldwater's running-mate in 1964,
did a commercial for American
Express in 1963. Unfortunately,
neither example is relevant.
Reagan, at the time of his employment with G.E., was a pro-

professional actor, who had
never run for office or even
made a televised political
speech. Miller waited nearly 20
E-s to cash in on his anon ym(And anonymity was exactly
t he had to offer: his American Express commercial was
one in the "Do you know me?"
series.) The case of Geraldine
Ferraro is unique, as is her utter
lack of integrity.
Really, it is simply too much.
Just when we thought we'd seen
the last of this UHempered virago, Pepsi-Cola has to go and
inflict her upon us anew. First
we're subjected to her fourmonth-long crusade for free
abortion; now we will have to
listen to that whining, barking
voice lecturing us on the moral
superiority of Diet Pepsi. (ApMs. Ferraro has a
animosity toward
anything that might ruin a girl's
figure.) Where will it all end?
Will she Join Mickey Spillane
and Rodney Dangerf ield in plugging low-cal beer, or will we one
day see her angry face scowling
at us from a box of corn flakes,
right next to the grinning countenances of Scott Hamilton and
Mary Lou Retton? The mind
boggles.
The real losers, of course, will
not be the consumers, or even
the Pepsi-Cola company (based

on Ferraro's electoral appeal,
one might expect her commercials to cause a stampede of new
business to Diet Coke). The real
losers are the thousands of
young girls and not-so-young
women who saw in Geraldine
Ferraro a rob model of whom
they could be proud - who saw in
her a woman who could achieve
and succeed in what is still considered a "man's world," and do
it with dignity and class. Now
they will have to look elsewhere
for heroines: to Sandra Day
O'Connor, perhaps, or Jeane
Kirkpatrick, or even Margaret
Thatcher. Can anyone imagine
any of these truly distinguished
women plugging a soft drink, or
cavorting with wrestlers on
MTV? Of course not
It comes as no surprise from
Gerry Ferraro, however, who,
for all her moral posturing during the campaign, turns out to be
Just another greedy little
shyster from New York. She will
laugh all the way to the bank,
but the laugh will be at the
expense of all those who were
idealistic enough to take her
seriously.
BUI Melden is an instructional
assistant at the University Writing Center from Chattanooga,
Tenn.

The fear subsides, but anger remains
by Diana Pods
It's been almost a year since a
string of assaults on women
occurred on campus.
Almost a year since the rapes
became horrible, violent reminders that the University is a
reflection of the "outside"
world. It's not a haven in which
women are free to walk where
they choose, when they choose.
I wasn't raped, nor was anyone I know, but my life was
affected.
I was a freshman then, feeling
strong and independent after
leaving home to go away to
school. The attacks destroyed
this feeling of self-confidence
because they robbed me of the
control I had over my life.
The rapes didn't Just take
from me, though. They returned
the umlirected fear I'd been
given in childhood - for my own
protection, of course.
I learned to fear subtly. I don't
remember my parents ever sitting down and telling me who or
what or why I should fear.
What I remember is being a
child in my safe, suburban
neighborhood where everyone
knew one another.
I remember games of hideand-seek and ghosts-in-tbegraveyard. Games parents understood could'only be played
correctly after dark.

I remember night after summer night spent running through
backyards.
And I remember autumn.
I was about 13 when, one fall
evening, I told my dad I was
going over to my friend's bouse.
It was a block away and I'd gone
there dozens of times alone.
He told me to ask my brother my younger-by-three-years
brother - to accompany me. He
didn't say why.
It doesn't seem like much, but
after that night, my life wasn't
quite the same.
I'd had the fear instilled into
my mind... and I accepted it.
Thinking back, I am surprised
one aspect of the situation didn't
bother me more. I had to find
my brother to walk with me. I
found him playing outside in the
dark at a friend'sliouse. My dad
didn't know where to tell me to
look because be hadn't asked my
brother where he was going or
how be was getting there or with
whom he would be.
And I didn't ask my father
why it waa different for me. I
learned to live with the fear and
in no time at all, my life adjusted to its presence. I even
forgot it was mere.
Last spring brought the fear
back to me. Ithought it had gone
away because I was living in a
small town on a sheltered campus that seemed exempt from
violence.
The rapes seemed like far-

away rumors at first and then
the director of my residence ball
called a meeting to warn us to
tell someone whenever we left
the hall. We were also supposed
to call when we reached our
destination and never to walk
anywhere alone at night.
the University couldn't control the rapist's behavior, so it
wanted to control ours.
Rather than feeling frightened
as many of my friends were, I
was angry about the situation.
I hated the fact that although I
did nothing wrong, I lost my
freedom - even the Dasic, simple
freedom to walk unafraid to my
night classes.
This one man or few men (was
anyone ever caught?) was restricting the lives of thousands
of women.
The rapes stopped, it's a new
year and I think women have
forgotten much of the fear that
was with them last spring.
There are freshmen on my
floor who know little about the
attacks. A couple of them recently asked my roommate and
me what it had been like. They
couldn't imagine being afraid to
walk across campus.
They think they're free. They
don't realize their freedom could
be torn away, out of their control, in an instant.
They dont understand what
it's like to call around to friends
apprehensively looking for a
roommate who is half an hour

late getting back from class.
I told them what it was like. I
passed on to them the fear.
I bone they never discover
how it felt last spring.
And I hope I passed on some of
the anger.
Diane Docis Is a sophomore
journalism major from Toledo.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is the campus forum for
issues concerning the University and its community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be
longer than 500 words. Cartoons may be any size.
The Newt reserves the
right to reject submissions we
consider to be in bad taste,
malicious or llbelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please direct submissions
to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
Ml thriven** Hall

Local
BGSUstudent produces unique album
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Mychail Scheramic and Kathy Didion
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by Mike Amburgcy
reporter

first day of August, and finished
the last of October," Scheramic
said. "I was always busy."

Using his love of music and
educational background, Mychail Scheramic has produced
an inspirational album with the
help of over 75 different composers and nine musicians.
Scheramic. sophomore music
composition/ radio-televisionfilm major, has merged a wide
diversity of talents and faiths in
producing the inspirational album "Illimitable.''
"It was something I wanted to
do because an interdenominational album had never been done
in this area before," said Scheramic, the album's engineer and
producer. "I had accumulated
the recording equipment for several years and I wanted to take
advantage of some of the fine
talent in the area. I had always
wanted to do something like
this."
Hundreds of hours went into
the planning and actual recording of the album, Scheramic
said. "We started talking about
it in early January, then we
finally started recording on the

"WHEN WE first visited local
churches to try to raise money,
they all said 'no way, it can't be
done,' " Scheramic said. "No
one thought an interdenominational record could be done.
(They thought) it would be impossible to coordinate the project we had in mind."
The record draws its name
from a poem Scheramic wrote
with the same name.
"We took some of the phrases
and imagery from the poem and
wrote one of the strongest songs
on the album - 'Up On Angers
Wings,' " Scheramic said. The
artwork for the album cover,
taken from the imagery in the
poem, was created by Brian
Sooy, a recent art design University graduate.
There are 12 songs on the
alblum, with the first side devoted to direct inspirational
pieces, while the second side
reveals an approach much like
contemporary pop-music with
subtle, spiritual themes.

"Take Another Step Further,"
on the first side, was written by
Dan Brahier of Perrysburg.
Brahier wrote the song in reflection of his younger brother's
death and his own life." 'Up On
Angel's Wing' and 'Take Another Step Further' are probably the high points of the album
Scheramic said. "The second
side is more pop-styled, but the
songs still have an underlying
message."
"WE USED mostly traditional
instruments such as the piano,
guitar, and bass guitar," Scheramic said. "There was a lot of
synthesizing done on the second
side."
Also on the album is a Gregorian chant emerging from the
background of music composed
on a home-style computer.
Roger Greive, production head
at WGTE-FM in Toledo, was
inspired to compose "Rothkosound" after visiting Rothko
Chapel in Houston, Texas. A
sound synthesizer was hooked
up to the computer that sent
waves of music to the computer
which recorded them.

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
* Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at dough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

am680WFAL
nawm:

Co-ed Surrtan Contest
Wed., March 20 at 11 p.m.

<t*

"Get all the Florida Sunshine
antar the contest to win *SO
Sign up at Brathaus
or call 2-2418

G'M'

*ACE

*Heat 'Water
*Cable
*Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31

C'MON OVER
CHECK
OUR NEW SALAD
Sunday - Thursday

11:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. / 6:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

IN THE MCDONALD COMPLEX

Locations available just 6 blocks from campus

400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

9-5 Weekdays. Evenings by appointment
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ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Proudly Annonces Their
New Officers

President
V.P. Fraternity Education
Assl. Frat. Ed.
V.P. Scholarship
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Assl. Treasurer
Sr. Panhellenic Delegate
Jr. Panhellenic Delegate
Activities
Altruism
House
Assl. House
Membership
Publicity
Ritual
Rush
Asst. Rush

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Judy Lonner
Darlene Arslanian
Jen Swope
t>
Melissa Lensch
June Mayer
Leah Wagnitz
Kim Applegrath
>
Renee Rigney
Linda Jones
Carrie Roads
Nancy Mongello
Sandi Pookman
Anne Walsh
Julie Hiller
Sue Doman
>
Joan Geraci
Tami Applegrath
>
Annette Loudermilk
Patty Moran
>
Amy Weller
Heidi Hosick
Social
Sue Levy
Asst. Social i
Kim Pimsner
Julie Santee
Standards
%
Athletics
Sue Shaffer
House Sales
Laurie McGuire
Ann Feasby
>
Kim Heimann
Sunshine
Alumnae
Sue Reichert
Kim Syfer
Song & Dance
lATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA AfA ATA ATA AT

>
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Apartments Available for Summer & Fall

>

5

521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR - Furnished
715 Third St.
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
719 Third St.
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR - Furnished
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR - Furnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR - Furnished
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished

%
%
%
t>

\

s
\
\

John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details, Call

>

i

354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553
.
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Private practice income disclosure recommended Thai troops attack last Cambodian stronghold
COLUMBUS (AP) - About 300 physician-faculty
members at Ohio State University's College of
Medicine should "confidentially disclose" their
income from private practice, an OSU review
panel recommended yesterday.
Currently, the doctors may practice privately in
the public facilities of OSU hospitals in groups,
corporations, or individually without disclosure of
earnings.

But existing policies have come under fire from
within the university and in published reports.
The review panel said the doctors should pay an
undetermined percentage of their patient care
revenue into a new central academic fund to
enhance teaching and research programs. Such
payments have in the past gone to academic
enrichment funds within each clinical department.

Soap opera star sentenced to prison term
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Christopher Brown
Robinson, a star of TV's "General Hospital" soap
opera, was sentenced Tuesday to four months in
prison for income tax evasion.
U.S. District Court Judge Edward Rafeedie
staved the sentence for three weeks, however, so
Robinson's lawyer might show the ill effects of
imprisonment on his client's ability to repay
money owed and on the ABC television series.
Robinson, 46, of Glendale. also was placed on

five years' probation, was ordered to pay all back
taxes for the years 1978-1962 and penalties for 1960
and 1962 and perform 200 hours of community
service per year, Assistant U.S. Attorney Russell
Hayman said.
Robinson, who failed to report $490,440 in earnings during the two years and failed to pay
additional sums for the other years, regularly
appears as Dr. Rick Webber on "General Hospital*' and also appears on a cough syrup commercial.

VARSITY SQUARE APTS.
=== 1-2-3 Bedrooms =
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us
pay your heat, gas cooking, water and
trash pick up.
* Private entrance
* Single story
* Laundry facilities
* Quiet living
* Children & pets welcome
1

OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

353-7715

HOURS:
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 10-12

* ASK ABOUT OUR MOVE IN SPECIAL

YOU
NOW HAVE
2 WEEKS FOR
SPRING BREAK!
YOU CAN NOW STRETCH
OUT YOUR SPRING BREAK
EVEN LONGER
THANKS TO
th
THE 11 ANNUAL ATA/ASA

"SHOW OFF YOUR TAN"
PARTY ON THURSDAY NIGHT.
MARCH 21«, FROM 9-1 AT THE
GRAND BALLROOM. MUSIC WILL
BE PROVIDED BY THE

, * « WET SHAVERS V »
And door prizes will be given out all
night long. It's not necessary that you
bring a tan - but you will have to bring a
dollar. All proceeds will go to the
American Arthritis Foundation and
The American Lung Fund.

ARANYAPRATHET, Thailand (AP) - Thai
troops and aircraft attacked Vietnamese forces
who crossed the border in a bid to surround the
last major Cambodian resistance camp, the Thai
army said yesterday.
The Thais said their troops drove the Vietnamese from one of three hills they tried to seize and
killed 60 soldiers.
Thai and rebel officials said the Vietnamese
captured two other Cambodian guerrilla camps in
the two-day drive and assaulted the Tatum camp
from all four sides behind artillery fire. They said

the outer defense lines held firm at the Tatum
base, which is perched on a cliff and ringed with
landmines.
A senior Thai army officer, who demanded
anonymity, reported continuing artillery and
ground fire late yesterday, a day after the Vietnamese thrust into Thailand.
It was the first attack on Tatum. headquarters
of a rebel, movement led by Prince Norodom
Sihanouk, who is allied with two other resistance
is against the Cambodian government of
Samrin, which the Vietnamese invaders
lied in January 1979.

Jacqueline Onassis receives loaded gun in mail
NEW YORK (AP) - Someone mailed a loaded
,38-calioer gun to Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, a
spokeswoman said Tuesday as FBI agents and
postal inspectors worked in New York and California to track down the person.
The package, mailed from the Los Angeles
area, was delivered Monday to Onassis at the
Doubleday publishing office where she works as
an editor. It was opened by a secretary, police
said.
Besides the gun - a Smith & Wesson Chief
Special - the metal box contained extra ammunition and a handwritten note asking her to help feed
the hungry.
Onassis was not in the office when the box was

opened and would likely have no comment about
the incident, said her spokeswoman, Nancy Tuckerman.
"We don't like to contribute to this sort of
story," Miss Tuckerman said.
However, she said, "You can hardly say it's not
a big deal... Certainly, receiving a loaded gun in
the mail has got to be taken seriously."
"I was just hoping she wouldn't have to find out
about it because it would be upsetting."
DETECTIVES SAID they would want to question the widow of President John F. Kennedy to
find out if she recognized the handwriting or had
received similar letters.

I
7 Free Like with any 14" Pizza
(coupon expires 3/15/85)

3s

Offer good on Delivery only

&i*

516 E. Wooster
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ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPI
I I

y-si gBBf //

Is looking for PHOTOGRAPHERS who would like to be
published in the Spring, 1985, photo section. All kinds of
photography welcome! Please submit at least six (6)black and
white prints (at least 5"x 7") by MARCH 7 at 5:00 pm in the
Miscellany mailbox, 103 University Hall. Prints can be
returned. Mark entries with name, address and phone number.
Questions? Contact the editor also at the Miscellany mailbox.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

• Furnished • Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354 2260
John Newlove, Real Estate
ooagoooaooopooot

APPLICATIONS FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP
Deadline: Tuesday, March 19,1985
Office of the Vice President for University
Relations
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in
the broadcasting industry and as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling
Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue
careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political
or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other
public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who
will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no
sooner than May 1986. Each fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be selected by
a committee composed of BGSU faculty, a vice president of the University and a
representative of the Reams family. The selection of fellows will be based on an
initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support matrials, including letters of recommendation,
must be submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Relations-Mileti
Alumni Center by 5 p.m. Tuesday, March 19, 1985.
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the awards which will
be presented at a luncheon on Tuesday, April 16, 1985.
Applications available in the Office of the Vice President for University RelationsMileti Alumni Center or in the School of Journalism office, 103 University Hall.

)
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Mites
They aren't Wayne Gretzkys, but then again,
they are only six to eight years old. For this age
group, Mite hockey is where it all begins.
Except for the final two games ofthe season.
Mites played on only half the length of the ice, and
have specific restrictions such as no checking or
slapshots, as well as structured playing time.
According to Scott Slater, coach of the Black
" hts the players skate regular two minute
"We do this to make sure the kids get even ice
time," Slater said. "We don't want them to get
caught out there tired. It increases the chance of
injury."

Coaches are also on the ice during the games to
provide necessary instructions.
"It helps with positioning the players," Slater
said. "A lot of kids were having trouble with that.
We want them to learn how to play as a unit as
opposed to an individual."
As a coach Slater said he stresses skating skills,
and does not keep a kid at a position longer than
one shift.
"We don't stress certain positions," Slater said.
"If we keep a kid at goal all year he won't learn
how to skate.
"The most important is that they have fun," he
said. "I try to tefl them that. I don't think I've ever

sternly criticized a kid."
The stress of having fun versus competition was
supported by not keeping score or won-loss records. At the end of the seasor each player
received a trophy for their participation.
Eight-year-old David Blackman, whose favorite
player is Gretzky. said he enjoyed the season, and
his favorite position was center because he "gets
to be the first person to touch the puck."
Eddie Maher, an avid follower of the Falcons'
Jamie Wansbrough. said he enjoys center because
he "gets to go to all the places on the ice."
Of course there is Greg Green who likes to play
goalie because be gets to stop the puck.

Parents also play a key role in youth hockey.
Susan Barrow, whose son Joshua plays in the Mite
division for the Red Raiders, has four kids in the
youth hockey program.
"There's a lot of running around," Barrow said.
"My husband and I usually make a least three to
five trips here every weekend. It's also expensive.
Our boys share equipment. We have one (playing)
in Bantams and one in Pee Wees and they share
skates."
For Slater and other coaches, youth hockey
means showing patience; for the parents it Involves time, and for the players it's fun and
results in a season-ending trophy.

Herb Summerset! of Cygnet gives his seven-year old son Kirk a bit of encouragement while adjusting his head gear before the last game of the season.

Nine-year-old Beth Nowicki. the only girl in the Mites
league, shows that she can compete with the guys.
"Boy am I tired," said eight-year-old Danny Slater after an exhausting
game on the ice.

Story by Steve Quinn
Photos by Phil Masturzo

Black Knights' Eddie Maher is beside himself as he looks
to pass the puck to an open teammate

At the end of the season, David Blackman and Mark
McMlllen admire their team trophies.

SpoEfe
Shoup valedictorian of "boarding" school
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by Ron Frltx

sports reporter
"Ladies and gentlemen, Introducing the new Mid-American
Conference Chairwoman of the
Boards, Bowling Green's own
Joelyn Shoup."

The six-foot junior center can
easily stake claim to that title
after a record-breaking year.
She was rewarded for her efforts
by being named first team allMAC by the coaches on Monday.
Shoup set a BG and MAC
single-game rebounding mark

LEGAL-EASE

If YOU find too much of your valuable time is being wasted at
vour copy machine (fixing jams, refilling paper trays, sorting,
collating and stapling) consider the alternative klnko's
At klnko's we'll handle all of your copy needs quickly and
accurately
325 E
■3 c A io77
- Wooster
J J 4" J y / /
(Across from Taco Bell)

kinkcs

with her 24-carom effort against
Northern Illinois on Feb. 27. She
also shattered the school's single season rebounding mark of
2157, which was set by Chris
Tuttle during the 1982-83 season,
with 339 rebounds for a 13.6 per
game average, tops in the MAC.
Shoup's 339 caroms were lust
six shy of Ohio University's Caroline Mast's single-season MAC
NIU head coach Jane Albright
seemed shell-shocked following
BG's 71-61 win over the Huskies
behind Shoup's 24 boards.
"There is no excuse for any
one player to grab that many
rebounds," she said. "Shoup is
an extremely hard worker. She
kept going after every ball that
popped into the air. She's definitely the best rebounder in the
MAC."

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
Deadline for the Tues., March
19 edition (first after Spring
Break) is Friday, March 8, 4 p.m.

IN ADDITION to her rebounds, Shoup contributed 12.9
ppg., indudinga 30-point outing
against OU on Feb.9, iust one off
Deanne Knoblauch's Falcon record of 31 points, set in 1963
against NIU.
Despite the record-setting season, the Falcons' captain would
have liked the team to be in
Toledo this weekend for the
MAC tournament.
"I would trade all the records
in if we could be in the tournament," she said. "We did better
than most people thought we
would. We were a very young
tteam with a new coach, but we
surprised a lot of people."
Following a successful career
at Upper Sandusky High School.
Shoup came to BG and played
enough her freshman year to
score almost four ppg., and average over six rebounds per
game.
Last year, Shoup became a
starter and averaged almost six
points and 10 rebounds per
game. Her 228 rebounds were
good enough for third in the
Coming into this season,

$4.50

Bouquets

Under 7

DOZ.

Eagles set
to be sold

Joelyn Shoup

SPECIAL
Nixed

March 9-March 17
Center
noon - 9 p.m.
Cooper
noon, 2, 5-8 p.m.
Club
1-8 p.m.
Lift
$3, anytime
Family 7-17 noon-9 p.m.

each

came in and gave the team new
life. He is such a great motivator
that you want to play hard for
him and give it vour all every
time you step on the court, even
in practice."
DESPITE HAVING the shortest supporting cast in the MAC
and being double-teamed most
of the time, Shoup was able to
control the boards, both offensively and defensively.
"Joelyn has great basketball
sense," Voll said. "She anticipates where the ball is going to
go and she works so hard at
getting postition. She has the
potential to be one of the premier players in the MAC."
Opposing coaches tried everything to keep Shoup off toe
boards, but most of the time
they double-teamed her so she
would have to get rid of the ball.
"We wanted to make the other
players beat us," Toledo coach
Steve Mix said. "Shoup is the
best rebounder in the MAC and
you have to expect her to get her
boards, but she can Just dominate a game if you let her. We
put two, sometimes three players on her so she would have to
kick the ball out to her teammates."
Shoup is now looking forward
to her senior season and putting
the Falcons into the MAC tournament
"I want next season to start
today," she said. "I want to
break the records all over again
and win the MAC championship.
We will have the experience,
potential and we have a season
of working with coach Voll under us.
"We should be a much better
team."

CASH AND CARRY

CIass ifed and Display

Student Recreation Center
BREAK HOURS

Shoup and her classmate,
Rhonda Moore, were the only
members of the team with any
considerable college basketball
experience.
I knew we would be a young
and very inexperienced team,
Shoup said. ''But coach Voll

Fancy

Carnations
Helinm Filled

Mylar Balloons

$5.00
$3.00

each i

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - After trying for months to sell a
minority interest in his Philadelphia Eagles, Leonard Tose has
agreed to sell out entirely to
Miami auto dealer Norman Braman for $85 million, a source
close to the NFL team said yesterday.
"The price is for 100 percent of
the Eagles' assets," the source
told The Associated Press.
"They hope to' have the
agreement wrapped up in a couple of days."

4^7
434 E. WOOSTER N<*
T IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. \p

Any deal to sell the team
would need approval from 21 of
the 28 NFL team owners, who
will meet Monday in Phoenix.

1-8 p.m. (aub pool only)

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS

BOWLING GREEN COVENANT CHURCH INVITES YOU TO ATTEND

505 CLOUGH STREET
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS

THE
NORTHWEST OHIO CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE
MARCH 7-9. 1985

PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME)

THE SPEAKERS FOR THE CONFERENCE ARE:

CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR

The Rev. Charles Simpson: en international, evangelical conference
speaker He has been the Senior Pastor of Gulf Coaat Covenant Church in Mobile,
Alabama since 1973, and serves as Chairman of the Board for Htv Wine Magazine.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT

The Rev. Rouses J. Rushdoony: a foremost, evangelical theologian from
Vellecito, California, who has authored over thirty books, and is the president of the
Chalcedon Foundation, which Mtvsvttk Magazine labeled the keg think;tank for the
religious right

$145.00 per person per month
(4 person apt. occupancy)

The Rev. Paul A. Petrle: a well known international Bible teacher and
pastor from Lexington, Kentucky.

INCLUDES
(AT NO EXTRA COST)
* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDjJ_IONING
*
*
*
*

FREE CABLE TV
TWO BEDROOM, 1 V» BATH APARTMENTS
PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD
BUILDING, STORES

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
MARCH 7TH, THURSDAY:
7:30 PM
SPECIAL DEDICATION MEETING Charles Simpson
Bowling Green Covenant Church invites you to attend the dedication of our new sanctuary.
MftRvH 8TH. fRIPAY:
730 PM
OPEN MEETING: Kansas Rdshdaeng - 'Tat Ltriskip if Ctrist'
MARCH 9TH. SATURDAY:
9:00 AM

MEN'S MEETING: Pail Patrla - T## Hsu »f t»* Spirit'
Raises Rushdaony - 'KiKidim fit* '
7:30 PM
OPEN MEETING. Pill Petrle - 'Pricticlnf Mis Presence '
MARLHJOIH, SUNDAY
9:30 AM
WORSHIP SERVICE: Peter Daane (Pastor from San Jose, California and missionary to
Nigeria) Nurserg care end Children's School provided.
All of the above meetings will take place Bowling Green Covenant's new facility at 1165 Haskins Rd In Bowling
Green, Ohio. A free-will offering will be taken at the meetings.

* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING

BowHny Orren
Covenant Church
Vren

R

*
W.Poa

Ask about our special summer rates.
Campus Manor is under new ownership and management.

1-73

Haiklni(Rt 64)-

Vooeter

<7-
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MAC tournament
format needs work
When the Mid-American
Conference brass decided to
hold the MAC tournament in
Toledo, they might as well
have saved a little more time
and inscribed the Rockets'
name on the trophy.
Why? Because with the new
MAC tournament format, the
Rockets were given the
privilege of playing in their
own Centennial Hall. And in
case you didn't know it, UT
loses there about as often as
Bowling Green coach John
Weinert color coordinates his
game-day suits.
The Rockets lost only one
conference game at home this
season, to Eastern Michigan,
while beating regular season

/"■"Nre-Marc's
by Marc Drlph
-.ports .'ilttc ir

champion Ohio University,
second place Miami and fellow
third place team Kent State.
With the league's four-year
format, two tournaments will
be played in Rockford, DL - a
neutral site - and two in
Centennial - the Rockets'
playground. Last year in
Rockford, Miami won the
tourney after romping through
the regular season. And that's
the way it should be.
THIS SEASON, OU could
handle any MAC team on a
neutral site, but it has proven it
could be upset in Toledo.
The problem is that the
tourney winner, and because
this is the MAC, only the this
weekend's champion, will go to
the NCAA tournament. When
the Rockets win, they will
represent the league in the
NCAA showdown.
Because UT's record is
mediocre away from home
sweet home, it will
immediately be eliminated
from the NCAA tournament.
On the other hand, OU would
fare better in the early stages
of the NCAA.
MAC commissioner Jim
Lessig, whose office is in
Toledo - how convenient - said
the reason for the tourney site
being located in Toledo is
because of the chance for a
sellout.
Good Jim, that means the
famed sixth man - the fanswill be extremely partisan in
favor of their hometown heros.
In fact, when the format was
voted on by the 10 MAC
mentors, only one coach voted
in favor of it. I wonder who that
was. UT coach Bobby Nichols
isn't saying anything.
THE SOLUTION is simple,
and best described by Weinert:

only 2
days till
spring
-break! CAR STRUCK
DAILY RENTALS
Starts as lo

as $9 per da
(must b

■L^
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f Postpone

SPRIN6
BREAK
until after you
hear the

WET SHAVERS
This Weekend
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/
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"I would like to see it played in
Fort Wayne (Ind.). It is
neutral, and is centrally
located. Indiana is a hotbed of
basketball and Fort Wayne
officials said they were willing
to promote it heavily when
they were bidding to host it"
Weinert's league champion
team of two years ago lost in
Toledo. The Falcons have only
come out of Centennial Hall a
winner once in Weinert's nine
years at the helm at BG. And
there were some pretty good
teams there.
Why the MAC presidents
nixed that idea is beyond me.
Fort Wayne would be a good
neutral site. And because
Indiana residents do live, sleep
and breath basketball, Lessig
wouldn't have to worry about
good crowds.
The decision of Rockford was
in the right direction, but as
OU coach Danny Nee said last
year, "It's at the end of the
world." There were a lot of
fans there last year, but many
were scared away by the
distance and the fear of their
team being eliminated in the
first round.
MANY OF THE coaches
around the conference were
just as skeptical as Weinert
about playing in the Temple of
Doom. That is, every coach but
Nichols.
Nee wanted it rotated to
other home sites around the
MAC. But that doesn't
eliminate the chance of an
upset. And Athens, Oh., is at
the other end of the world as
far as schools like Northern
Illinois are concerned.
Western Michigan coach
Vernon Payne called it the
"Toledo Invitational." Ball
State's Al Brown dubbed it as
"unfair." Of course, both of
those coaches won't be around
long enough to get the full
effect of Toledo's dominance.
Any comment yet, Bobby?
Weinert went on to say, after
he was knocked out of the
tournament by Kent Saturday,
that he wasn't going to buy a
ticket, which is $24for the
whole weekend, because he is
too cheap. He said this in a
light-hearted manner, of
course, but he didn't want to
see his biggest nemisis
unjustly walk away with the
tourney as much as any other
non-Toledo fan.
So this tournament will make
more money than last year's.
But will the Rockets have to
represent the MAC every other
year in the NCAA tourney? As
I understand it, one of the goals
of the brass is to make a name
for this obscure league.
Wouldn't sending our best
team into the NCAA field with
the chance of a major upset a
good way of doing so?
Bobby?

Chan ey replaces Lyman as Clippers coach
LOS ANGEUCS (AP) - Don
Chancy, named yesterday to
succeed Jim Lynam as coach of
the Los Angeles Cuppers for the
remainder of trie National Basketball Association season, intends to be on the job for a lot
longer than that
"I'm a very optimistic person," Chancy said at a news
conference called to announce

the change. "I feel if I'm successful the rest of this year, 111
be the coach next year. Those
are my intentions."
The Clippers were 2W9 under
Lynam this season and lost 17 of
their last 20 games under Lynam.
LYNAM, 43, was hired to
coach the club prior to the 198384 season, the club's final year in

San Diego. The Clippers were 3052 that season.
Lynam hired Chaney as an
assistant shortly after being appointed the Clippers' coach.
"At this point, a lot of the guys
feel they cannot win games,"
Chaney said. "When you feel
that way, you're not going to
win. The players must believe in
themselves."

Only last week, Clippers General Manager Carl Scheer said
publicly that a coaching change
wouldn't be made until the end
of the current season, if a
change was to be made at all.
"When I said that, I meant it,"
Scheersaid. "I thought the team
would respond more favorably
than it die...

THESES. WE DELIVER.
Let kinlco's
Reproduce Your Brain-Child.

325 E. Wooster

354-3977

(Across from Taco Bell)

kinko's

THE CAMPUS COPY CENTER
I

,,

,

Good thru Mar. 25

liairCUt

bring coupon

| Hours

I Mon,-9:30-5:00
■ T,W,TH,-9:30-6:30

|Fr«. -9:3 07:00
I Sat. -9:30-4:00

not
Include
shampoo

I

THE HAIR REPAIR

I

located In the Stadium View Shopping Center
Loin
Leah

"Whrrr quality comrt flrar"

I,

352-2566

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Cold King Kegs, 24
Returnables, Cold Wine
Sunday Wine Sales

N|ou Leasing for 85 K(> School Year
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat»laundry facilities
•clrapes»carpet»parry & game room
•swimming pool»sauna
$J!70-fumished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$'270-furnished
$265-unfumished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$ 225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Free membership to Qierrywood Health Spa w/Iease

214 Napoleon Rd Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

Frito Lay
,- POTATO CHIPS 7 ,0z.pkg.
7UP & Like
(with Nutrasweet)

1.29

2 Liter .PEPSI

RACKETEER'S
FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS'
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q. BLDG.

BG News/March 7,1985 8
"Women at the Church"-a program with Jen
Meatmen ol United Chnetian Feeowefap and
Joyce Lehman of St Thomas More Unrveraay
Panah--Fn March 6 at 3 30 p m in the Honors
Carter (beasmant ol Kreiecher Quad Calais
its.) Sponaored by Honor* Student Aaaodason; free) and open to at.

Mm* 7. 1885

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
APPLICATIONS FOR FRAZIEP, REAMS
FEU.OWIHP DEADLPIE: TUES.. MARCH It
OPIes of the Vice Pra.ld.nl tor University
MMIM, AaaesV. Cantor.

OOesE M.OOM.

SERVICES OFFERED
Aa KX. typing needa
Prompt and prole..ioraa
362-401 7 dam
FOOTS TVPtJO
Superior ouaaty on a Xerox memory writer
$1 OO/page (ds). On caropua prck-up 1MB

LOST ft FOUND

4 00 pm 668-2579

Enjoyed Reggae Surxsptosh? Bob Msrkty Tribute? Thar* • more to corns. Reggae feee!
Crjntoct Oman at 2-5439 lor more rformetion
or attend m—Mng on Thursday March 7 at
7 30pm in ma Tan morn or Us Union sis'

Oasa Rtog Found
Cello identity
372-6771
Found: Casgraphy box Identity Cal tha Rnan
caH Aid 372-2661

MTEMMHM AM STHL AVAILABLE FOR
. FALL TERM M WASreMOTON DC.
Marnahlpa available tor all mayors, all fields
cX study. Pacha 16 houra ol cradll.
scholarship, available, houelng provided
Contact tha Carrtor tor Educational Opttona
M J72-0202 today- APPLICATION MAOUHE FOB FALL It APPJL 1.

sae

Student Organuaauna Directory Updated
Second Eaton Uetng over 150 orgenizatone
a .III li now In Student Actrvreaa Office 405
Student Sarvtcea

Tha Leettian And Oay Alliance
wfl hold a pot-luck dinner tonight at 8 30 al the
claSHi—al apsigiieiit Bring a mend!

BG Warn neede ride defy to/lrom Toledo
Southwtck Mai area Mon -Fn starling March
25th-May 10th Wng to pay Cal 354-7844
3 girt, need ride to U2 Concert on Mon . March
25th al Facrmeld Cceesum Wl help with gas
SSJ '" Cat Ken 25879 or Deb al 2-5974

COUPON = = = = = = >y

SUPCR SMCIAl

'6.50

"BANJO MAN"
Pragnency Problem?
Free Mats A help.
HeartBeat ol Toledo
1-241-9131.

PERSONALS
A BIO THANK YOU QOES OUT TO THE
BROTHERS OF ZBT FOR THE FANTASTIC
TIME ON FMOAYI WHAT A GREAT WAY TO
KICK OFF SPRING BREAK'
LOVE. THE PEE ZEE'S
AJkson <M you get enough to eat?. Kim. been In
any elevators assay?. Vanessa, let's watch TV
with "tha boys" sees the menneqiana Just
exactly how do you get out of this parking spot?
I had a greet Ume at OSU true weekend but neat
erne weI have to nail Mr Ketchup's
Love. Ha navigator
Al Spring Corda- 20S OFF
^ean^jJT«nos^31J»rJoe_

16 In. On*
Horn Pizza

li r"r"* pfegC*8"0,5 352-5166
Msssjinfallmi

E«plree4/31/BSI.G.N.

ONE COUPON PER PIXZA

jI

V; = = = = = = COUPON = = = = = = IS

MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO DEKTLEY'S!

ATTENTION
DAVE FITE AND TIM KIME
UartT ARE YOU LOST????
CAN'T FIND THE HOUSE???? NO PROBLEM,
JUST CALL 372-2US. WE WOULD SE MORE
THAN HAPP> TO OIVE YOU DIRECTIONS.
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
(reiaiaanber us?)
AXO'S
HAVE A SUPER SPRING BREAK!
Beth lapltan • LesSs MonieonYou two are the bast Itttss that anyone could
ask tor. Leale- congrata on pledging! Beth
Congrats on going active'
Gamma Phi love I mine. Lon

Bob.
Congr.tuaraona on your |ob at Dleney Work)
I'm very proud of you
Love. Barb
B.C.- Upon the 8th. I can hards/ wait to see my
mate, and you beet oetave. HI be one hel ol-s
dale. Sea ya soon, lo te amo, ST.
S1 19 Breakfast
Bacon or Sausage. 2 Eggs.toeat.coffee
Mon-Frl Sam-1 pm with Oat ad
Expirea March 3, 1965
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E Woosler

you deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you. Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
pricesl And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

to^UUOJU

Bentley's in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green
1550 E. Wooste-r St. • Bowling Gret»n. OH 43402 • 352-5211

ENJOY SPRING BREAK ()N THE WUTE
SANDS. OF THE GULF OF MEXICO AT
THE MARMEM INN
BEAUTIFUL BEACHES. NEA1 ALL FORMS OF
ENTERTAANMENT ON OK"J.OOSA ISLANO
CALL OR WRrTE FOR H5SERVATION
206 SANTA ROSA BLVD..
FT WALTON BEACH. R. 32548.
(904) 243-71IS8
10» OFF WITH THIS AD
(3 NT MM REO, IREDI
OFFER GOOD UNTIL MAY 20
[EASTER WEEK WO.UDED)
niMiiilllil CongratulaHotus on rao.lilng
tha Wain el pledge class and honoraMa
Mesassl tor the moat ouliiandlng pledge
eeaaa. AND s bag r^ngratuUltons to al Hie
Atone Gams tor getting 2nd inoet Improved.

Keopa»»ayingll
HAPPY "H" ALEX "tAAtMEE" IAKOS
ALIAS SHONOOft
LOVE DAD AND MOM
Hey Alpha Oemsl!
What a way to show your sp rft CongratulaVoahaN on winning PM Tau
Maielhoii Queen Congrata on
winning the epktt award ami winning 3rd
pasos to Beeketboa. Way to gc Alpha Gams.

Al Swim Surts 1 Shorts 20% Off
Seal extended to Friday
Fekxm House 140 E. Woosler

JOS N ITIaln

•-

I HOPE YOU CAN MAKE IT TO FLORIDA IT
WON'T M THE SAME IF YOU'RE NOT

RIDES

The Unrveraay Bookstore wat be dosed
Saturday March 9 and March 18. 1985 during
Spring Break Tha University Bookstore wil
also be dosed March 11 through March 15.
1985 lor the annual physical inventory Wew*
return to regular hours on Monday. March 18.
1985

mm

DZ OaamtDaa Team- Way u> show tha DZ epstt
al the Phi Tau nasl'.ajal Marathon1 We love
you M. Your DZ sWers

419-255-7769

FOUND LAST SEMESTER IN BOWLING ALLEY-MEN'S GLOVES Contact me at 2 -6828
it they are yours
^

Samuel al 354-2026

..

OarasHanua:
What a wonderful surpn.ni Congratulatlona on
your engagement to Pat lleet ol kick always
Love. Y«» AJpna Qetn sWers
Don**.
Congrats on your marurm one ol 2 dslenea
attorneys on Student Court! I'm vary proud of
you Love. Jenl

Abortion, pregnancy leets
student ratea
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

FOUND Several coats and Jackets Ml at
llanaaan Party on Feb. 22nd at tha Four D's
Hal To Claim cat 354 8267 or slop at 148 S
Summit

The Caribbean Association wtl meet on Thursday March 7 at 7 30 pm m tha Tart Room ol me
University Umon Everyone interested In Cart)*
bean culture • invited For further nto. eel E

eweotzw,
ITS TOO SAO YOU QUYS CAN'T 00 WITH
US.
MONT A SEN
Colonial naSscltons Now open ottering gifts
tor al ocoaskma 126 1/2 W Wooatet
OTNGRATULAT10NS KELLY SIMON AND
SONIA WINNER ON AU GREEK WHO'S WHO!
KEEP UP THE OOOD WORK!
LOVE. AXO
Corvjralulatlone Cathy on your Alpha Gam-Den
ahiaaereaj to Greg • I wash you much happlneee
Love U' Brands
Corvjrstuleaona to Debbie Knaul for being than
runner up tor me Phi Tau Baakettjal Queen!
You looked strraTcl Love. Your DZ satera
CONGRATULATIONS MICHELLE TUROCY ON
YOUR DZ—ALPHA Sk3 P*NNQ TO KARLI
LOVE. YOUR DZ SISTERS

HEYKIOOOI
WANTED TO TELL YOU QOOOt.UCK IN YOUR
MEET SATURDAY AND I'U MI:(S YOU OVER
BREAK. LOVE YOU LOTS
SCOTT
Leaser T.
Gat pe.ched lor Onando Wedresedey at
Roele'. tor nickel beers II meal you there"
Ranee M
LITTLE SUE BELL: CONGRATUIATIONS ON
FINALLY GOING ACTIVE" P .'3 THANKS
AGAIN FOR THE GREAT PADOLT:
GAMMA PHI LOVE A MSNI-. YOUR BIG
LIZARD,
THANKS FOR A GREAT TWO WV.EKS. AND
I'M LOOKING FORWARD TO MANY MORE IN
THE FUTURE TLL MISS YOU OVIR BREAK
JULJE
LEA havs a good erne m N J My liioughta wl
be ajfc you Entoy N J I w« ontoy Fat.- TLB
MARY BIACSI.
YOU DO A SUPER JOB ON THE RUSH
WORKSHOP! THANKS!
LOVE, AXO
MONTY- OET PSYCHED FOR ORLANDO,
DAYTONA * NEW SYMRNA
(NUDIST
BEACHIII) I'LL SHOW YOU NORTHERNERS
HOW TO REALLY HAVE FUN IN 114E SUNI!
BEN
^__
Paul,
We're eorry to aae you leave, but ise're glad
that I's under each good clrcuiTiatancaa.
You're a great brother and a tantaatlc pledge
educator (H'« not you're l.ult we all have
leareaYig dlsabmiaa.) Thinka tor rmiking tha
Irat tour weeks go by quickly and lanoothly.
Beat of took, we'll always be your pledge
clees at heart.
The pledge, ol Sigma I
(Johnny. Stove C Freddie. Slebe. ilquaah,
It., Jerry. Brad, Dean, Itok, and

CongreMattone on your recent IViil place
vtotory M Us Central Michigan dm me.il Keep
up the good work- we're proud of you
Love, tie RG's
PNMus,
Have a wad and crazy Spring Break aril don't
target to bring back thoea savage tons lor our
Bon Voyage Pass Partyl
RAEANN AND KARLENE
SEE YA M DAYTONAI LETS WRECK THE
PLACE! PLEASE BE NICE TO MY FFHENOS
THBYEARI

-MkKE

DAILY CROSSWORD PdZZLE
ACROSS
1 Slat*. In French
5 Paninauia
m Qu«0tc
10 Scuffla maM(K
14 Qimary cloth
15 Sharitand
others
16 Lai oil
17 Supply ones
own lunch
19 Voiunlaa*
Stats *bbr
20 Salon
21 Cansm
boaiman
23 Cool munch.
in Munchan
24 Start ol a chaa*
26 Altafnoon
avani
28 Vivid red
32 Hoopoa'i homa
33 Taium
34 Chaaabaiii
37
and no
othar
40 Connaetlng
wofda
41 Longaat French
rtvtf
42 Bumptious
43 Social graca
44 Canina ol
Him lama
45
acid
46 lighihaanad
46 Gainsborough
mawarptaca
(with Thai
50 Taunlmg words
53 Yaiio* p^mant
54 Loving
55 Writ** "Wat
57
62
64
66
67
66
m
70
71

FaudaJtanani
Mai'lcaraaa
Cooatprida
Part o'a pa«
MadtaonAva
typaa
Cyaaacllon
Bullth«*y
Crtasot
surpoaa
Joaaoh.tha
tMogfapha<

hdlifd by Trade Mkhrl Jaffa
51 MaWs
DOWN
36 Nativaaot
52 Moslem
Riyadh
i Raatdancaof
Messiah
Napoleon
38 Ona'iown:
2 Jacks afloat
58 Oimwlt.
Prafi*
for short
3
Atoiuo
39 Company oft
41 Anticipate a
56 King ol Israel
Slagg
4 Pueblo tnba
rainy day?
59 Fiji capital
5 Folklore (allow 45 Island dancas
60 Wlnnats
61 Wile of Jacob
6 Or s gp.
47 Sign ol Anai
7 Pudding
63 Court count
49 Adds apartx
thickener
65 Drivers aid
50 Scalawag
6 KtngolTroy
9 Sow dissension
ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE
10 Lua'd
LiM
11 Grower's pride
12 Lamp dweller
13 Raltonalily •
18 Nothing Let
MUL111ML1LIU
UlUUtl
22 Holy woman
LiLILJU (JH'JII
Abbr
25 Pocket pieces.
I'lUWH
11 .1..IIJU
1-il.lll
•nPuebia
27 Can be relied
MI«
upon
28 Paint
application
H
29 Nancy's couam A P L UTSB
s T A A F i
N A
30 Perquisites of
. riff
n 11 IE
lama
f U. N
1 A|
F N
31 Tile adhesive
HBJA I A
35 Thespian
dream

•

-
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Patty Belitz
Mary Carpenter
Kim Dyer
Lisa Donnelly

(Mi
R|T
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THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE POOKY
AND JULIE ON THEIR DELT-ALPHA PM
LAVALaPWsB.
THE BROTIaTJU OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE OUR
BELOVED BROTHER HUEY ANO HIS OLD
LADY CATHY ON THEIR DELT-ALPHA QAM
LAVAXaOWea.
To Al Tha LoveBrokereHeve a greet Hme In Florida. I wlH be thinking
ot you all A you better not get Kevin arrested!
Have a blest! Oat psyched tor "show off your
Love. Carolyn
To: Bahama Mama's, tha worm. "U", A DebDumb Have a great vacation and don't forget
about ua lowly people shivering m the great
white north Superwoman #1- don't abuse any
phone booths Superwoman #2- stay away
iron Texana! Rtok- gonna wear that txUH. ah?
"Li" AYid a perfect "10 " Dab- don't do anything
we wouxai'i do (ha-ha)
Ceo mam mod's - bye bye Babbetteel Krys A

S?^2
To The Part Y Dots of 4th Lows:
Gals (You know who you era) Have an exc.tonl
Bme «. the Kays Miss J Take care ot U-21
Maw Tharaaa: Happy. Happy. Lucky. Lucky,
rubyourbutttortuckl Mrss Chatty Say HI to LA.
tor me- show your Bro what a RAD you reefy
anal Mies Frarads: Give kisses to Creamer A
Rye tor ma' Mtos Robma. Take good care ol
Daddy and stay away from thoes HAS.! Mass
Kria Play Kkuy Kajsy to Mr Matt and Party
happay M O.U I MsM Boly: Miss Psyche would
pereonaly he to thank your tor your guidanoe
ttW aemeetar BEWARE the ArschnokJsl I love
ya'l Mrs Casts
.
UMEtocsloae
Posaton. avaaabka tor K) allarge representative
rxaMUna Praatoarrt/Vlce-Preeklent positions
406 Student Services Be part ol YOUR
government
Wendy,
I need a change ol pace tor Fall term. I am
going to WaeNngton DC tor an Internship In
aty mator. They are providing me arrlh
houatog and IS credit houra and they are
gMng me a acholareblp-l Just couldn't tot
thl. opportunity tor tob contact, and experience pass nsa by. Why don't you come too?
I'm aura there would be a good intern .hip In
your IMad too. Call the Center tor Educational
Opstons today M 372-0202-you have to
apply by Apr! 1. (Be aura and mention It to
Tavx.rb.l.l
Your trtend. Pater
WN FOUR TICKETS TO THE MARCH 28
HALL AND OATS CONCERT AT CENTENNIAL
HALLIi BUY A RAFFLE TICKET FROM A BGSU
HEALTH CARE CLUB MEMBER TOOAYI
60* OFF ALL CONVERSE
BASKETBALL SHOES
LOCKER ROOM
109 N MAIN
FALCON CUPPER HaHcuta S67. hairatyles
S8-9 Cal for an appl today' 352-6200
30% oft Al Converse. Running Shoes and
TURF Shoes Locker Room, 109 N Man

WANTED
Need an apartment tor Fal 85 only? Only S110
a month, toss Ivan a block horn campue Cal
Laura at 354-6550
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY Ons roommate tor
the real ol the semester, male or female. Own
room. $130 a month. S.Sumrrvt Street. Cal
354-7749 Aafctot Pal ot Brian.

f
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MARKETING
ENTRY LEVEL
HaWeQ NOW CALL 471-1440
Job Exchange Smal lee
Progtaaah'a company seeking ambrtlouo indiwdual lor summer employment Exceaant expenence tor the bualnaw-rrxndad inrjvldual
pursuing s txaWness degree WB Involve the
coordination ol outings and spactal events
Mlnlmurri ot two yeare ot undergraduate atudy
and serJbto hours a must. Send paraonal
rilormation or resume 10 Qaaugs Lake Peraonnel Dapt, 1060 Aurora Rd.. Aurura. OH
44202.
RADIO BROADCASTER
Halng Now! Cal 471 1440
Job Exchange Smal too

■TypietPartama typau needed tar a quick copy operaIon Must be able to type a minimum ol 60
wpm. nexfcle hours avaaabie Apply In peraon al
Kmko'a 325 E Wooatar
Valuable 5u
r Experience!
Counselor Positions Open
Independent tving program lor gale with primary rJaabBty ol mental retardation. Cal (216)
692 2018 or write INDEP. He 487 Calsn Pld
Fachmond Hla , OH 44143
S10-S360 Weekly/Up Maarvj Circulars' No
bossea/quotaai Sincerely interested rush senaddraessd envetope Dapt AM7CEO, POBoa
630. Woodstock. IL 60098

FOR SALE
ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR - STATE OF
THE ART Pi POLICE RAOAR DETECTION
UKENEW WORK8QREATIIS150 372-1637
For Sato. 4 Goodyear G70-15 Steel Belted
Radial Tires Approx 600 mass S200.
288-3635
Two hah equartums 20 A 30 gal rodVon atand.
new pumpe and Hah $100 286 3636
Honda 550 Night Hawk. 2400 ml. Rack,
Wlndshisld. $1,600 362-6946 sftor 6:30.
372-2395 days Ex condHon
Honda CB400 900 ml. one yr ok). $600
3626946 alter 6:30, 372-2395 days Ex
condition
1964 12 speed Fu> Saggers in mint condition.
dark blue metaac peeH, atoy rims 354-7358
FOR SALE System 3 car speakers -125 watts
per channel. 3 way box speakers with mountIngs $50 or beat offer 352-5421
1975 Comet. 4 door. 6 cylinder, new tlrea A
exhaust Runs great 352-2122
19.600 btu Kerosene healer w/keroeene A
storage tank, I tvmg room chair: both ake new
Baal offer Cal eves J52-1220

FOR RENT
Apa tor rent, phone 287.4641 (local cal)
artor7pm
CARTY RENTALS
House- 926 E Wooatar
4 bedroom tor 8 students
Apts- 311 E Marry St
2 bedroom tor 4 students
(inc. host, cable, water I sewage)
$130. each- $58 5'semester
630 N Summit $125 eacn
3 man apts- 316 E Marry St
Summer Rentals at Specsa Ratea for
Houses.-Rooms -Apts
Office Hours 11-4 pm al 316 E Marry -Apt 3
or phone anyBme tor nto 352 7365
SUMMERTFALL RENTALS
2 BR. FULLY FURNISHED APTS FOR SUM
MER OR FALL- SPRING 1 BR . FULLY
FURNISHED APTS FOR SLAVaVsER EXCELLENT LOCATION. BOTH AC CALL 352
4966

liiaaatlla (Fal) $265™
ndudaa TV A Cat* Al uH . futy turn 354
3182. 11-4.

Roommate needed lor Spring. Summer
Apt Comer ol S CoSsgs A Napoleon,
near drrvaihru naaaonatju. Cal Don
or Damon 354-6141
F. Roommate needed tar '85-66 Great apt
Ctoae to campus Cheap' Cal Laurie 3647436.

Apartments. Houses Dupiexoe
Cat 364-2260 or 352-6653
John Nawtova Real Estate
319 E Wooster

Houses A Apia tar 1985 86 school year
Smith Boggs Rentals 362-9457 btwn 124pm or 352-8917 after 6 00pm
NeedF students to fl apta and houeaa Aval
now Near campus Ph -362-7365.
Apt. tor Rant for Spring
2 bedroom, fully turn, apt Heat, Cable TV.
Istotup. water paid by owner. Ctoae to
Can $12-7112 aak tor Rich.
We still have ■ variety of rentals available (or next pi
**■ m school year. Call

between 1-opm. Titos Realty.
THURSTIN APARTMENTS
MR (X»*2ITIONBeQ. FULLY CARPETED. CABLEVtSION. EFFICIENCY. UUNDRY FACHJTES NOW LEASPW FOR SUMMER A FALL
451 THURSTti AVE 362-5436
2 bedroom apta lisaefill DsM 362-4380
ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 borm.. fum. apt.
raarwaaahai. axes storage
Comer of S Coeaga I Sixth
CM 352-3841 12-4 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

36.'<?.

*TSn 516E.Woost©r
r—tirwa COUpon,

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNTTIES
WB Iraki or experienced
Halng now' Job Exchange
Cal 471-1440 Smal toe

Two lansaaa need one female to share apartmant on Scott Harnaton Rd . only rermrast nonsmokers need reply Contact Woman lor
Woman at 372-2281 for more Into

%«

Offer good on Delivery only

s

Caring volunteers needed 3 houra weekly
Wood Co. Humana Society Ctoae to carnpua
352-7339

One and two bedroom apartmsnts/houaae
Otoee to carnpua 8 and V rtontaaj. 9am 3pm
352-7454 After 5pm cal 632-7566

(coupon expires 3/14/35}

"
M

Baby eater. my home, hours appro liasaaaaV 412 Must have own Iranaportalion. must be
a. Cal 12-4:00 353-9383

WANTED: R.amisll tor Fal ee-Spring 66.
I Mack from campue. Oam
Cal SM-TS47 tor mora detaHa.

5 Free Like with any 12" Pizza

4

ACCOLrNTPIG MAJORS
Warren Company seeking accounting co-ope
for summer A fal 1985 Pays about S63/day
Cal tha Co-op Office at 372-2401 or atop by In
room 222 Adrrah BMg

Summer Leasea Now Available
Flexible tossing, pod. AC. I bedroom. $160
per month: 2 bedroom. $210per month Cal
354-3533. 12-5.

Lucy Jaroszeraecz
Robyn Roberts
Shelly Subler

ofc°Mt**

HELP WANTED

WANTED: One non-smoking female rrnmte.
tor '66-66 school yaar. Vary close to campus
CaSSe»wKatnyaS4-7S02

■ • Love the LH SiSSeS %wm^a—moim—mm

$&■

CMS 1-

THANKS LAURA HELFRCH FOR HELPING
WTTH THE RUSH WORKSHOP!
LOVE, AXO

to
the new 1985
Alpha Sigma Phi Little Sisters

s

FlBJrl

SPRANG BREAK FILM SALE"
5 ROLLS FOR $7 5011
(136,110.DBC,126 100ASA. 24EXP)
AT THE PICTURE PLACE
M THE UNIVERSITY UNION
372-0691

CONGRATULaATIONS
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SECOND OLD KOHL HALL
THANKS FOR ALL THE SUPPORT YOU'RE
THE GREATEST. HAVE A GREAT SPRING
BREAK -MAKE

DeRa Teal Derla and Alpha XI Dene Inane you
to "(new olt your Tan" with the Wet Sne»er.
Taatrsaat March 21 In Use Qrend ■aafooia

5826.
LOST
Sue 6 opal ring w three diamond. II found
PLEASE cal 2 4238 Reward

SAM ri HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO Spaa
W YOU ARE 21, WE WUJ, BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI

THURSDAY, HARCHllat FROM t TO 1
AT THE ORAWI1AUJIOOM

Al your typing needs
prompt A prolsa atonal
352 4017 Clara

LOST LARQE GOLD COLORED V-SHAPED
NECKLACE attached to brown string LARGE
CASH REWARD CONTACT-CARMEN 2-

Omlcron Dana Kappa National Honor Society
Application. available In UAO olftee. 110
Admin. Iklo,. 410 Student Service.. DIM
Marcli Oad-UAO OWIoa.

Pane Share:
Good Job wtth the leadership Contorence You
ad a greet Job
Love. Your Atone Gam enters

"•HOW OFF rOUR TAN"
■Ml MM
WET SH.»VERS

PLANNEO PAHENTHOOO
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